*WARNING*
UNSUPERVISED PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG REDUCTIONS WILL KILL YOU! AND ‘MUST’ BE SOLELY MANAGED BY FULLY REGISTERED
PHYSICIANS UNDER EXTREMELY PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION.

MEDIA-RELEASE
Psychiatry Now The World’s Biggest Killer
Psychiatrists Mass-Kill with Antipsychotic Medications: www.glennfloyd.org/PP1.pdf
The task we set ourselves to combat forced psychiatry is important, it’s the most noble task in the history of humanity, a task
in the pursuit of which, we must regardless of all obstacles, persevere; our conscience commands that we do no less.
Psychiatrists are one of the most dangerous of enemies of humanity, not only of children, but of adults; of all of us who care
for the most precious and most vulnerable things in life; and those two things are children and liberty.
Our children, our entire next and successive generations are now under direct threat from criminally illegally practicing
psychiatrists. These psychiatrists are fully violating Australian law, by brutal forced psychiatry which is now is a punishable
criminal offence.
We must protect ourselves from the forced therapeutic state and its destructive alliance between psychiatry and
government. Healthy society can only do this by disabusing even ourselves. By ridding ourselves of the psychiatric deceitfully
concocted fraud that what ails our emotionally distressed sisters and brothers is that they are having a mental illness and that
fraudulent psychiatric pseudo-treatment can help anyone.
We are now able to do this legally through our most powerful human safeguard, the Rule of Law, it is criminally illegal under
Australian U.N. ratified law for all psychiatrists to practice forced psychiatry. Australia has ratified the U.N. Convention on the
Rights of Persons With Disabilities (CRPD) and forced psychiatry is unlawful. Australia’s Attorney General declared on 3
September 2013 the CRPD is fully binding law.
Diseases are malfunctions of the heart, the lungs, the liver, the kidneys, the brain, Ebola is an unquestioned disease. All
falsely invented fraudulent ‘mental-diseases’ are concocted lies of psychiatry. Solely concocted to deliver $Multi-Billions in
profits to psychiatrists and regrettably now the greatest number of unnatural deaths in human history that now exceeds
Cancer, Heart-Disease, Road-Deaths, Terrorism.
I call upon Professor Brian Owler - President of the Australian Medical Association to demand all practicing psychiatrists cease
the fully CRPD violating criminal activity of forced psychiatry in all Australian public hospitals and to legally distance the AMA
from The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists (RANZCP).
Psychiatry is causing intergenerational death-rates, morbidity and society harm vastly exceeding any mass pandemic. Real
doctors in the AMA would not accept these deliberate psychiatry-pandemic harms in their real medical profession.
I call for the Australian Parliament to immediately establish both a Royal Commission and a Criminal Psychiatric Practices
Commission to stop psychiatry now causing the greatest number of unnatural deaths, suicides and mass-shooting killings and
violence in human history; that now vastly exceeds Cancer, Heart-Disease, Road-Deaths, Terrorism.
reachers Philanthropy is delighted to be funding our Global Zero-Schizophrenia Program that Finland used to eliminate
schizophrenia by over 90% repeatedly over 25 years via the renowned ‘Open-Dialogue’ Program. Finland proudly boasts it
utterly refused forced psychiatry and toxic psychotropic drugs to achieve this remarkable humanitarian breakthrough.
Psychiatry Now The World’s Biggest Killer.
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